
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Unlike pricey, off-the-shelf sales focused CRM 
solutions, our system has been designed 
specifically to help local providers, particularly 
Growth Hubs and Local Enterprise Partnerships, 
manage the quality of local support.

Winning CRM, driving high quality performance  
in local business support
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Number of companies in each Business Stage

Type This Month This Quarter Year to Date Total

Pre-start 0 0 3 27

Start-up 0 1 3 78

Existing 0 0 0 978

Not Specified 0 0 0 1308

Total 0 1 6 2391

Number of companies in each Business Sector

Type This Month This Quarter Year to Date Total

A Agriculture, Forestry 
And Fishing 6 30 120 435

B Mining And Quarrying 12 60 180 245

C Manufacturing 56 156 245 308

D Electricity, Gas, Steam 
And Air Conditioning 
Supply

36 69 125 211

E Water Supply; 
Sewerage, Waste 
Management 
And Remediation 
Activities

4 12 15 26

F Construction 12 45 85 184

G Wholesale And Retail 
Trade Including Repair 
Of Motor Vehicles

6 12 65 174

Number of companies added in each district

Type This Month This Quarter Year to Date Total

Cannock 2 6 25 167

East Staffs 14 25 39 78

Litchfield 78 105 125 189

South Staffs 95 122 148 203

Tamworth 20 78 92 174
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Supporting businesses effectively to develop and grow requires a high 
quality support offer. The talent, knowledge and experience needed 
to unlock business and economic growth most likely already exists in 
your local area, the question for Growth Hubs is how to harness and 
exploit this for the benefit of local enterprises.

Our CRM system has been designed specifically to help Growth Hubs manage the quality of local 
support.  Heavily sales focused, off the shelf CRM solutions are all well and good, but apart from the 
high costs they also lack the functionality needed around programme control, automated referral 
processes and overall management, quality control and impact.

Our CRM provides all this, and other potential benefits we 
offer, depending on functionality required, including...

 > Local Partner Referral mechanism to manage 
their effectiveness from start to finish including 
automated client feedback capture.

 > Helpline management tool including call capture. 

 > Improved consultant selection, with advisers more 
closely matched to client needs. 

 > Previous support feedback displayed in 
transparent dashboards, leading to increased 
client satisfaction.

 > Online impact capture, demonstrating jobs created 
and GVA by programme, adviser and/or supplier.

 > Improved management information, with reports 
for impact, opportunities and time spent built into 
the system.

 > Very low cost implementation when compared to 
other systems.

 > Optional content management system to drive 
public facing web sites and portals, which also 
builds up a local Knowledge Bank of information.

CASE STUDY:  
Stoke & Staffordshire  
Growth Hub CRM
The Growth Hub team set the bar high 
with a brief to bring together local 
advice organisations and individuals 
to collaborate as genuine partners, 
presenting a cohesive offer to potential 
Growth Hub client businesses. The CRM 
we developed provided a foundation to 
help make this happen.

After 30 months of operation it has 
become a key resource to manage 
support for approaching 4,000 
businesses. More than 200 local 
partners have subscribed and almost 
13,000 support referrals made.

Built in automated quality management 
functionality oversees referral 
satisfaction and impact levels. This 
is incorporated into the flexible 
management information and reporting 
suite, enabling the creation of bespoke 
information and a dashboard to assist 
day-to-day management.


